1) The following words are underlined in the text. Choose a word or expression from the box with the same meaning.

- eye-opener (line 1)
- household (2)
- wellspring (3)
- besides (4)
- on leave (6)
- flee (10)
- shelter (10)
- unleashing (11)
- usurped (11)
- brothel (15)
- siblings (15)
- burial mounds (17)
- pebbles (18)
- Dickensian sprawl (19)
- plunged deep into (20-21)
- core (21)
- puzzled (34)
- cuckold (35)
- cunning (38)
- stand out (39)
- insight (42)
- task (43)
- grim (43)
- misery (49)
- care for (50)
- fired (51)
- idiom (52)
- haunted (53)
- unraveled (55)
- resembled (56)
- hangers-on (58)
- portrait (60)
- aroused (62)
- quotes (63)
- grievances (64)

- confused
- taken over
- small stones
- criticisms
- fell to pieces
- immersed herself in
- job
- look after
- releasing
- well-known
- brothers and sisters
- intelligent in a bad way
- too
- surprise
- citations
- way of speaking
- escape from
- house for prostitutes
- inspired
- heart
- source, basis
- range of macabre elements
- were like
- understanding
- not working
- picture of a person’s face
- refuge
- stimulated
- made ...... unhappy
- hard, tragic
- are memorable
- sycophants
- suffering
- a man whose wife has slept with another man
- improvised tombs